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Introduction 

From Year 2000, quick development of hardware 
technology & software environment produce 
affectionate & desire user interface more possible. 
For example, for some gravely injured patients who 
may’t type/utilized mouse, there are eye gaze 
tracking system, by which user may operate mouse 
by simply looking at the word/ picture shown on 
monitor. In 2007, Sony has liberated its first 
consumer camera Cyber-shot DSC T200 in company 
of smile shutter function. Smile shutter function may 
perceive at nearly all three human faces in the scene 
& naturally takes a photograph if smile is perceived. 
Numerous users have announced that Sony’s smile 
shutter function is not precise as anticipated, & we 
find Sony’s smile shutter is only capable of 
perceiving big smile yet not enable to perceive slight 
smile. On the other side, smile shutter would also be 
activated if the user produces a grimace in company 
of teeth appearing. 

Histogram Equalization 

Histogram Equalization is a theory/method for 
contrast enhancement. 1We could every time click 
our pictures in company of under-exposure or over-
exposure owing to the unbridled environment 
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lightness, which would produce the details of the 
images hard to place. 

 

Figure 1:- Before histogram equalization 

 

Figure 2: After histogram equalization 

Adaboost Face Perceiveion 

The first is the concept of “Integral Image”, which is a 
brand new depiction of an image for people to 
reckon the features rapidly. Second is Adaboost 
algorithm initiated by Freund & Schapire [5] in 1997, 

Abstract 

Owing to the quick development of computer hardware design & software technology, user demands of 
electric products are increasing slowly. Variant from traditional user interface, like as keyboard & mouse, 
some new human computer interactive system such as multi-touch technology of Apple iPhone & touch 
screen support of Windows 7 are catching high & high awareness. For medical treatment, there are 
some eye-gaze tracking systems enlarged for cerebral palsy & multiple sclerosis patients. In this paper 
we give a idea for initiate a rank based classification algorithm that learns variations for dissimilar 
expressions variations to place the identity of a given face image best than Boosting algorithm. Owing 
to the lack of a public database containing both age & weight information.  
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which may withdraw nearly all salient features from 
the others, Last component is ‘cascaded’ classifiers. 
We may remove non-face regions in the first few 
stages. In company of this method, we may perceive 
faces from 320 by 240 pixel images at 60 frames per 
second in company of Intel Pentium M. 740 1.73 
GHz. We will in short narrate the three major 
components here. 

Integral Image 

Given an image I, we define an integral image I’(x, y) 
by 

      (1) 

Value I’ (x, y) is summation over all the left & upper 
pixel values of the original image I. 

 

Figure 3: Integral image 

If we have I’ or integral image, then we may term 
some rectangle features shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Rectangle feature. 

Nearly all frequently utilized features are two-
rectangle feature, three-rectangle feature, & four-
rectangle feature. Value of two-rectangle feature is 
the contrast of pixels sum over gray rectangle to 
pixels sum over white rectangle. These two regions 

have similar size & are horizontally/vertically 
adjoining as shown in blocks A, B. Block C is a three 
rectangle feature whose value is also termed as 
contrast of pixels sum over the gray region to pixels 
sum over the white regions. Block D is an example of 
four-rectangle features. Since these features have 
dissimilar areas, it should be filed after cunning 
contrast. After cunning the integral image in move 
forward, it would be simple to gain one rectangle 
region’s pixels sum by one-plus operation & two-
minus operations. 

Facial Feature Detection & Tracking 

Although there are numerous features on human 
face, nearly all of them aren’t very beneficial for facial 
expression rendering. The database composed of 
1521 gray-level images in company of resolution 
384x286 pixels. There are 23 persons in the database 
& every image composed of a frontal view face from 
one of them. Apart from, there are 20 manually 
marked feature points. 

 

Figure 5: Face & marked facial features 

List of the feature points: 

0 = pupil of right eye 

1 = pupil of left eye  

2 = corner of right mouth 

3 = corner of left mouth 

4 = right eye brow outer end 

5 = right eye brow inner end 

6 = left eye brow inner end 

7 = left eye brow outer end  

9 = right eye outer corner 
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10 = right eye inner corner 

11 = left eye inner corner 

12 = left eye outer corner 

13 = left temple 

14 = nose tip 

15 = nostril of right side 

16 = nostril of lest side 

17 = centre point on outer edge of upper lip 

18 = centre point on outer edge of lower lip 

19 = tip of chin 

Proposed Methodlogy 

We initiate a rank based classification algorithm that 
learns the variations for dissimilar expressions 
variations to place the identity of a given face image 
better than boosting algorithm.  

Conclusion 

We have initiated a relatively simple & precise real 
time smile observation system may simply run on a 
usual personal computer & a webcam. We have an 
instinct that feature on every side mouth right corner 
& left corner would have optical flow vectors 
pointing up & outward. Feature which has the nearly 
all notable flow vector is right on the corner. For the 
moment, we may support a small head rotation & 
user’s moving toward & backward from camera.  
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